
MobiChemTM

MOBILE CHEMISTRY
ANALYZER

for Measurement of
Total Cyanide and 

Total Recoverable Phenolics



MobiChemTM is a mobile automated chemistry analyzer for
small and properly equipped mobile labs for measurement
of total cyanide and total recoverable phenolics in liquid
samples. MobiChem not only performs chemical analysis,
but also complex in-line sample preparation including
digestion and distillation as required.

Based on the technology of Zone Fluidics, MobiChem
employs micro air segmentation in narrow bore PFA
tubing to generate Taylor flow for rapid and thorough
mixing. A smooth flow, self-priming bi-directional
positive displacement pump is used to transport
standards, samples and reagents throughout the
system fluidics.

The MobiChem analytical platform can be transported
in a mobile case. An optional 375 W inverter allows the
instrument to be powered by an automobile power
port (cigarette lighter socket).

ABOUT MobiChemTM

TECHNOLOGY

A highly innovative micro-distillation cell has been designed
to enable chemical digestions and distillations to occur in-
line. Chemical digestion takes place in a glass reactor which
is housed in a precision-controlled  aluminum heating block.



Above is a flow schematic illustrating the complete analytical train used in MobiChem. The system
fluidics are comprised of a pump, stream selection valves, micro-distillation cell, reaction manifold
and flow cell interfaced to a spectrophotometer. In operation, the sample is aspirated followed by
sequential addition and mixing of each reagent. Once the sample has been prepared (digested
and/or distilled as required) and processed for analysis, the reaction product is delivered to a flow
cell where the absorbance is read in stopped-flow mode to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio.

The flow cell is interfaced to the LED light source and
spectrophotometer using fiber optics. The spectrophotometer
allows measurement at software selectable wavelengths
between 430 and 700 nm which is suitable to accommodate
most standard chemistries. The flow cell is designed to prevent
trapping of bubbles to ensure a robust flow-through detector.

XYZ AutoSampler
For laboratory applications, the MobiChem system can be
removed from its transport case, placed on a lab bench 
and connected to the optional XYZ Autosampler. The
Autosampler accommodates both standard and deep 
96-well plates and vials.

ANALYTICAL TRAIN
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Part No. 12100
MobiChem Mobile Chemistry Analyzer to include
SmoothFlow bi-directional pulseless pump,
stream selector valves (2), micro-distillation cell,
spectrophotometer, flow cell, total cyanide
method, total recoverable phenolics method,
power cord, interface cable, accessories kit and
netbook PC with software

Part No. 10110
XYZ Autosampler to include sample probe, wash
port, sample plates (1 set), fluidic connectors,
tubing, power cord and interface cable

Part No. 10110-005
Well plate, standard (~400 uL)

Part No. 10110-010
Well plate, deep (2 mL)

Part No. 10110-015
Vial tray, 35 positions

ORDERING INFORMATION

PHYSICAL DATA

AutoSamplerMobiChemTM

HEIGHT

WIDTH

DEPTH

WEIGHT

POWER

16” (40cm)

9” (23cm)

15” (38cm)

15lb. (7kg)

120/240 VAC
50 / 60Hz

10” (25cm)

12” (30cm)

12” (30cm)

10lb. (5kg)

120/240 VAC
50 / 60Hz




